May 25, 2010

Dear Assistant Attorney General Varney and Chairman Genachowski,

The undersigned organizations, which represent communities of color, low-income consumers and rural communities, encourage you to complete a thorough review of AT&T’s proposed acquisition of T-Mobile. We believe that such a review will reveal the disproportionate negative impact that this merger would have on the historically marginalized communities that we represent – who already struggle to obtain essential modern communications services. The loss of a low cost wireless carrier like T-Mobile will limit affordable mobile broadband access, threaten the openness of the mobile Internet and stifle competition in the broadband market. Our communities cannot afford these outcomes, and we are relying on you to block this merger if it is deemed to be in violation of antitrust law and does not meet public interest obligations.

Threat to Affordable Mobile Broadband Access
Broadband is a basic service, and communities of color and low-income consumers are more likely to rely exclusively on mobile connections for access to the Internet. Price is often cited as one of the most important factors that limit broadband adoption, and T-Mobile offers service plans that have lower price points than AT&T. The elimination of T-Mobile as a service option could mean that many of our constituents are faced with the choice of paying more for mobile broadband service or giving up the service completely. This change could undo the limited progress that we have made in bridging the digital divide.

Threat to the Open Mobile Internet
AT&T opposed any mobile Network Neutrality requirements, and it has a history of denying its customers access to the applications that they want. For example, AT&T has blocked both GoogleVoice and Slingbox applications in the past. With increased consolidation, AT&T will have fewer incentives to maintain mobile broadband as an open platform and will be able to further restrict the choice of devices and applications that individuals can use with their mobile connections. Discrimination and blocking in the mobile space will disproportionately impact our communities as we rely more extensively on mobile connections.
**Threat to Broadband Competition**

The FCC’s competition strategy for broadband relies on mobile connections as the “third pipe” that will provide much needed competition in the broadband market. A consolidated mobile market, especially one in which the two largest players also have substantial fixed line business, will not provide the competition we need to bring U.S. prices in line with those in other countries, where people pay less for more.

Although communities of color, low-income families and rural communities will be affected by the outcome of your review, we lack the lobbying machine and political influence in Washington, DC that AT&T has. The impact that this merger would have on affordable mobile phone service, broadband access and adoption, openness on the mobile web and broadband competition presents a real threat to our communities. We hope that the Department of Justice and Federal Communications Commission will examine AT&T’s proposed acquisition of T-Mobile with appropriate scrutiny and protect our communities by blocking this merger.

We intend to host a series of open and participatory meetings in our communities to discuss this merger, and we hope that FCC Commissioners will commit to joining us. It is only by communicating directly with people and hearing our stories that you will feel our deep concerns with this merger and the devastating impact it would have on our communities.

Sincerely,

amalia deloney
Policy Director, Center for Media Justice
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